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ASEAN special

ASEAN thrives; ties
with Japan grow
Minoru Matsutani
STAFF WRITER

Having become one of the most
important destinations of direct
investment, the ASEAN market
keeps growing. This year marks
the 40th anniversary of friendship between ASEAN and Japan,
and the two parties will surely
continue to strengthen their connections. The ambassadors of Indonesia and the Philippines outlined ASEAN-Japan friendship.

Riding Indonesia’s wave

The Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) is now
in “the second wave of industrialization” and Japan is riding on
it, Indonesian Ambassador Muhammad Lutfi said.
The first wave was from the
early 1980s to the late 1990s
when the Asian currency crisis
battered the ASEAN economy.
During that period Japanese
companies’ investment sought
competitiveness or cheap labor
in the region to sell their products to the world. In the second
wave, i.e., from 2011 on, Japanese companies are investing
in ASEAN countries to seek new
markets in the region, Lutfi said.
For instance, Japanese direct investment in Indonesia is
growing rapidly in the last three
years. When Lutfi took office in
late 2010, it was $750 million a
year and the first full year of his
tenure saw it double to $1.5 billion and rise to $2.5 billion in the
second full year, he said, adding
the figure will continue to grow.
“ASEAN has the markets and
needs technology. Japan has
technology and needs the markets,” he said.
In Indonesia, Japan’s auto,
steel and chemical industries

are proactively investing. Japanese brands account for 95 percent of cars used in Indonesia,
making Japanese carmakers the
dominant players in the market,
he said. The remaining 5 percent
come from South Korea, Europe
and other regions, and there are
no Indonesian car brands.
Japanese investment will
keep increasing as Toyota Motor
Corp., Suzuki Motor Corp. and
Daihatsu Motor Co. have recently said they will double investment in Indonesia by 2014. The
automobile industry’s investment is especially welcome because it lures direct investment
from support industries, such as
parts makers. There will be room
for direct investments, including those of EMS, or electronics
manufacturing services, to grow
if electronics makers accelerate
entry into Indonesia. EMS companies manufacture products of
other companies’ brands.
Asked what sector Indonesia
aims to lure investment from,
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Lutfi said, “Any companies that
are looking for a new market.”
For example, diaper maker
Unicharm Corp. spent $400 million for factories and sales offices
in Indonesia, which had been re-

lying on imports of Pampers. Indonesia is also the world’s fourth
most populous country and half
of its population is under 30.
Asked the type of industry in
Japan Indonesia wants investment from, Lutfi’s answer was
“the upstream industry,” including processors of raw materials.
For example, oil refineries in
Japan may want to invest in Indonesia because Japan has an
oversupply of refineries, he said.
Also, Indonesia has mines, such
as copper, bauxite and iron, and
can use Japanese technology.
ASEAN enjoys a prosperous
and amicable relationship with
Japan, and both sides also share
the importance of the principle
of the rule of law and peaceful
resolution to conflicts, which is
very important for peace, stability and prosperity in the region. .
Especially, Indonesia regards
Japan as a good friend. Lutfi
pointed out a recent survey conducted in Australia asking Indonesians “Who is the best friend
for Indonesia in the world?” and
six out of 10 Indonesians answered Japan.
The same survey showed
eight out of 10 Indonesians said
Japan is the best business partner for Indonesia.
And the secret of the amicable
bilateral relationship? “Indonesia and Japan share three basic
values. They are democracy,
the rule of law and the desire to
solve conflicts peacefully,’’ Lutfi
said.

Philippine partner

The Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) and Japan have benefited from each
other and the relationship will
only grow stronger, Philippine
Ambassador to Japan Manuel

Regional talks: Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, opposite Brunei Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah (foreground right), meets the leaders of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations during the ASEAN-Japan Summit on Oct. 9 in Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei. AP

M. Lopez said.
“ASEAN-Japan relations have
been dynamic for the past 40
years. ASEAN has benefited
from Japan’s support,” Lopez
said in his office at the Philippine Embassy in Tokyo. “We
are in a mutually beneficial relationship in many ways. The
Philippines is a rapidly developing and modernizing country
and we get funding assistance
by way of ODA (official development assistance) from Japan,
and we, in turn, buy equipment
and use technology from Japan.”
ODA is one example of the
mutual benefit. The Philippines
and ASEAN can also benefit
from ever-increasing direct investment (FDI) by Japanese
companies, which also benefit from cheap low labor costs,
a skilled workforce and the
booming purchasing power in
ASEAN.

The ASEAN-Japan Summit
will be held in Tokyo this year,
which marks the 40th anniversary of the two parties’ coopera-
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tive relations.
The relationship will be
stronger in every aspect, including economy, tourism and cultural exchange, Lopez said.
ASEAN has a combined pop-

ulation of around 600 million,
which makes the region one of
the most attractive markets for
Japan. Per capita income is increasing rapidly in ASEAN, especially the Philippines, he said.
People in the Philippines like
Japanese goods for their quality and the number of Japanese
restaurants is increasing, he
said, adding Uniqlo and Muji
brands are popular, as are Japanese ramen restaurants, typically operated by Filipinos with
Japanese partners.
Japanese convenience stores
are also aggressively entering
the Philippines. For example,
Seven-Eleven has been there for
a long time. Ministop and FamilyMart began operations in the
country last year, and Lawson is
thinking about it, he said.
Tourism is becoming active
as the relaxation of visa regulations in Japan has been a boost

for people from ASEAN to visit
Japan.
As to Japan-Philippines air
traffic, Japan has doubled the
maximum number of flights to
and from the Philippines, and
thus the number of direct flights
is expected to increase from
next year, he said.
The increase in flights is expected to boost two-way tourism. Lopez said the proximity of
Japan and the Philippines — a
four-hours flight — puts the
Philippines in a good position
in ASEAN.
“Japanese go to the Philippines and play golf, and enjoy
scuba diving and shopping for
a three-day holiday,” he said.
While Japan has made efforts
to make it easy for people from
Southeast Asia to visit Japan, a
lot more Japanese have gone
to ASEAN than people from
ASEAN countries have come

to Japan. For example, 415,000
Japanese visited the Philippines
in 2012 while only 80,000 Filipinos visited Japan the same year.
But these figures are expected to
grow considerably in the years
to come.
Lopez is also happy with cultural exchanges between Japan
and ASEAN. Among several exchange programs, Japan arranges an annual tour for dozens of
students from ASEAN to sail to
other ASEAN countries under
the Ship for Southeast Asian
Youth Program (SSEAYP).
“Asked if he has any requests for Japanese businesses
and government, his answer
was “Just visit us, we are your
neighbors.” “I always say when
I meet Japanese business people, ‘Invest in the Philippines.
But whether for business or for
leisure, just come to the Philippines. It’s more fun.’ ”
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FEC promotes mutual understanding
by building bridges with foreign
countries via the private sector

Katolec expands business
into ASEAN with logitronics,
which equals logistics + electronics

FEC,The International Friendship Exchange Council, works on strengthening diplomatic relations
with foreign countries via the private sector and deepening mutual understanding. FEC, which marks
its 30th anniversary this year, has engaged in many different activities, among which exchanges with
ASEAN countries are at its root. We spoke to FEC Chairman Chihiro Kanagawa, who is also the
chairman of Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd. about the history as well as the activities of the organization.

Katolec Corp. has a history of more than 130 years since its founding as a company transporting
goods by ship in 1877. Also, the company is an early entrant of EMS, or electronics manufacturing
service, which is to manufacture products of other companies’ brands. Katolec has factories and
sales offices in many ASEAN countries. Its distinct feature is “logitronics,” combining logistics and
electronics.

Friendship, cooperation
and mutual understanding
with ASEAN countries

Entry into electronics
business and expansion

FEC, The International Friendship Exchange Council, was established in May
1983. Kanagawa has served as chairman
since 2001, when he was then president of
Shin-Etsu Chemical. At that time, he was
extremely busy, but accepted the post because he “sympathized with the philosophy
of FEC.”
FEC strives to contribute to world peace
and prosperity, promote friendship with
countries throughout the world, help globalize regional economies and raise the
status of Japan in the international community by way of people’s diplomacy.
FEC began with just a few people but
has expanded to about 1,000 members,
including those in a myriad of fields such
as business, education, medicine, government, arts and culture. It also has honorary members who serve as governors and
mayors in Japan, as well as ambassadors
to Japan from about 100 countries.
“FEC is engaged in many activities with
many countries. Among them, exchanges
with ASEAN countries are constantly progressing,” Kanagawa says.
FEC deploys delegates to ASEAN countries every year. A delegation was sent to
Indonesia and Myanmar in March and
they are currently planning to visit Vietnam in November, and Laos and Thailand
in March of 2014.
ASEAN countries highly value FEC.

Whenever political dignitaries visit Japan,
FEC arranges meetings with them and its
members. Recently, they met with Myanmar President Thein Sein and Vietnamese
Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung.

Building trusting relationships between countries from
the standpoint of people’s diplomacy
What distinguishes FEC from other bodies
is that it is an independent private-sector
organization promoting diplomacy.
“FEC’s advantage is that it is able to do
what governmental diplomacy cannot do,”
Kanagawa says.
Relations between countries can be easily influenced by political and economic
situations, and in some cases, governmental diplomacy stalls.
Meanwhile, FEC can speak to foreign
business people or politicians about what is
truly on their minds, instead of simply having superficial discussions. FEC can thus
find out what other countries actually want.
In fact, FEC is exchanging information
with ambassadors of countries that Japan
has stalled diplomatic relations with. In
addition, there are quite a few instances in
which foreign direct investment deals have
been successfully concluded as a result of
interactions with FEC.
As president, Kanagawa made ShinEtsu Chemical a world leader by entering
the global market with Polyvinyl Chloride
and other products.
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Chihiro Kanagawa
(Chairman of Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.)

“The important thing, after all, is connections between people,” Kanagawa says
on how the company achieved the status.
Kanagawa concluded by saying “It is essential to build trusting relationships with
others in matters of diplomacy as well as
business. FEC will cooperate with its members and help them with this goal. I appreciate FEC members’ continued support in
the future. ”

The root of Katolec Corp. is the marine
logistics business it started in Takamatsu,
Kagawa Prefecture, in 1877. After World
War II, the company entered overland
logistics and established its status in the
logistics industry.
Currently, Katolec is also known as an
EMS company. Katolec is a unique company that has transformed its main business
as times change and successfully expanded.
So why did Katolec, a comprehensive
logistics company that deals with warehousing, transportation, third-party logistics and fine art logistics, start EMS?
The answer dates back to around 1980
when a major electronics maker tried to
increase production rapidly and Katolec
received an order to assemble electronic
components for it.
In 1993, the company opened a factory
in Indonesia, its first overseas plant. It received lots of orders to assemble printedcircuit boards from many Japanese electronics makers.
Katolec then built factories in Thailand,
the Philippines, Vietnam and Malaysia.
Now it has eight factories overseas, including in China and Mexico.
The EMS business accounts for 70 percent of Katolec group’s sales. It is one of
the most prestigious EMS companies in
Japan in the fields of consumer electronics, audiovisual electronics, information
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and communications equipment, medical
equipment and electronic car parts.
The motto of Katolec is the emphasis
on real venues of business. Its excellence
is backed by a long and distinguished
history, and profound knowledge. These
are the reasons why Katolec enjoys praise
from customers as an excellent company
in logistics and EMS.

ASEAN expasion
Katolec provides services from storage,
assembling and other simple processing
of goods on logistics and delivery. Similarly, it is engaged in designing, procuring,
mass-producing and delivering products
to customers.
In addition, Katolec is trying to promote
a new business, logitronics, combining logistics and electronics.
“Logistics and manufacturing may look
like two different things. But they are on a
seamless flow. Our company has know-how
on both. We are a manufacturer that understands logistics and a logistics company that
understands manufacturing. We want to focus on this feature and distinguish ourselves
from our rivals,” President Eisuke Kato said.
The company joined The NPS Management Institute, Inc., a group of 40 companies that try to improve their management
using Toyota Motor Corp.’s manufacturing
method, and is strongly promoting activity
to improve productivity in EMS and logistics.
Katolec has very strong connections
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Eisuke Kato
with ASEAN. Of the 7,000 group employees, 4,000 are working in ASEAN countries.
It created overseas logistics subsidiaries in
Thailand and Hong Kong, and is planning
to establish more in the ASEAN region.
“Japan is facing a declining population
and it is difficult to expand the domestic market now. Therefore, Japan should
partner with ASEAN, which is both a production center and a market, and grow
together,” Kato said.

